
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diepenbeek, November ‘07 
 

 

Dear A²B²D members,  

  

First of all, a big warm welcome to all new students enrolled in the Master of 

Statistics at Hasselt University and, of course, also a renewed welcome to all alumni 

and staff members.  As you probably know, the Master in Statistics has been reformed 

from this year onwards, with three main trajectories: Applied Statistics, Biostatistics 

and Bioinformatics.  This means that the staff has been working very hard to get the 

program reorganized.  Two one-year programs turned into three two-year programs.  

A semester schedule replaces the old trimester schedule.  New mandatory courses, 

optional courses, updated existing courses, etc., to serve your quest for knowledge and 

skills.  Next to all that, A²B²D is still there to satisfy your extracurricular needs and to 

keep you informed of what’s going on in CenStat.  

 

Some activities already passed.  First of all the Introduction Day was organized in 

collaboration with the ‘hotelschool’ in Hasselt and turned out to be an enjoyable 

welcome to our new students.  Secondly, students competed with each other and staff 

members in our bowling activity.  You can read more about this in this newsletter. 

New activities will come up, with the New Year’s party as the main event in the first 

semester but also ice skating, soccer games, etc.  If you have any suggestions for the 

board, don’t hesitate to contact us.  

 

Hope to see you at one of our activities!  

 

Niel Hens 

Your President 

Alumni Applied, Biostatistics and Bioinformatics Diepenbeek 

A²B²DA²B²DA²B²DA²B²D    NewsletterNewsletterNewsletterNewsletter    
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Did you know ……… 
 

 

� That the Introduction Day for the new students was held last 

September 28 in order to introduce and familiarize them with the 

various aspects of student life?  Read more about it in this issue.   

 

� That A2B2D went bowling at Health City last October 12?  See 

some pictures and read more about it in this issue.  Being 

statisticians, we couldn’t help ourselves and just had to compute 

some summary measures for the bowling scores data. 

 

� That former A2B2D president Ivy Jansen gave birth to a baby girl, 

Lien, last September 10?  Our heartfelt congratulations go to Ivy 

and Frank on the birth of their daughter. 

 

� That Caroline Beunckens of CenStat successfully defended her 

doctoral thesis last September 7?  Lien will continue working at 

CenStat for post-doctoral research.  Congratulations, Lien. 

 

� That CenStat welcomes two new Ph.D. students to its roster this 

year?  We wish Setia Pramana and Arthur Gitome success in their 

academic endeavors, as well as an enjoyable stay at CenStat. 

 

� That a CenStat T-Shirt is available?  For all our new students, the t-

shirt features the CenStat logo and “Ten Reasons to Be a 

Statistician.”  You can get your shirts at room H10.  CenStat 

“limited edition” coffee mugs are also available. 
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Introduction Day 
by Matus Maciak 

(Biostatistics) 
 

 
“Most people live in Africa.”  At least, one might come 

up with such a statistical conclusion after taking a look 

into one particular classroom in University of Hasselt 

on Friday, September 28th.  Sure, it was not true.  There 

was just Introduction Day for “newcomers” in the 

Biostatistics program taking place there, mostly 

majored in by excellent “long-run” runners, people 

from Africa (Kenya, Ethiopia, etc.), and of course, a few of us (almost an 

inconsiderable number), from the rest of the World (Europe, Asia, America). 

 

Well, sometimes it may be pretty strange to find yourself at a place you have never 

been to before – to study at a different university, to be among new people you can 

not even understand, to live in an unknown town, a new country or, for some of us, 

even the other hemisphere.  But this was not the case. 

 

Thanks to you guys (Niel, Phillippe, Liesbeth, Tina, Dirk, An, 

Aileen, Nele and Kris), we got an excellent and very useful insight 

into everything.  Otherwise, it would be a tough labyrinth (knowing 

there is a solution somewhere, but having no idea where to look for 

it).  So now we know where to find a chair to get a rest 

(classrooms), where to fight against hunger, and where to 

hit a ball if we have a will (or time?).  We have found a 

way how to plug laptops into the network and to read new 

assignments.  We know where to get a coke to stay 

overnight working and learning all 

that stuff.  And you have also showed to us how to charge Proton 

and to find a printer to be able to print one of those hundreds of 

homeworks.  We just did not know where to get some of those 

famous Belgian beers (maybe even some chocolates?)! 
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Well, that was not a problem at all too.  The pre-prepared 

introduction walk through the town gave us the rest.  So, 

thank you people from the hotelschool!  Thank you for 

that lunch (for me the first one in 3 days) and all those 

valuable pieces of information during the tour.  Now we 

know who our friend is (police officer) and who is not 

(bike stealer).  We know what Belgium weather looks 

like and where to get a cheap jacket if we are cold.  And that beer, of course!  The 

most valuable information has come at the end.  We even had a chance to taste it 

together.  And we've really liked it!  But it was you guys who made that day nice for 

us!  I'm sure we won't get lost. 

 

So, that's the Introduction Day as I have experienced it.  Thank you, A²B²D guys!  

And from now on, let's focus on statistics! 
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A2B2D Goes Bowling 
by Mark Ssennono 
(Biostatistics/ICP Year II) 

 
 
 

Friday, 12th October, voila!  The first entertainment activity for the academic year 
2007−2008 by A2B2D was underway.  By 17:30 a few of the members had already 
gathered at the venue.  As the clock ticked the numbers increased.  A friend observed 
a remarkable absence of students from the first year.  For those not yet change-
compliant, for only this time can you call them “Applied Students.”  Several 
hypotheses were setup to try to explain their absence.  Was it the change of name of 
the venue to “Health City” from our old well-known “Sportopolis” or was it 
something else? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notable among the other hypotheses, as presented by a 
colleague, was that the following day, a massive trip to 
Bruges had been arranged, and perhaps they were busy 
warming up for that day, given the fact that many of 
them had not been to any major part of Belgium yet.  I 

tried to carry 
out the data 
collection so as 
to verify this assumption.  Though midway I 
realized that my sampling plan was not 
adequate, implying that I had not paid enough 
time to the study design.  Worse still, I 
discovered that I had no approval from the 
Institutional Review Board (IRB).  I did not 
want to get in trouble with the IRB and the 
ethics committee, so I gave up. 
 
 

Looks like Daniel  (left) wants blood, while Nzume ( 2nd from left) and Chi  
(3rd from left) opt for a more “peace” -ful approach .  

Discussing strategies??? 
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The management of A2B2D, hereafter referred to as the management, however, did 
not give up its promise.  Within a few minutes, the registration for the free game was 
underway.  Shoes changed, and names went up on the board, forming three teams 
(Team 3, 4 and 5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
It was amazing to find out that several players had registered under pseudonyms.  The 
cause for this behavior is still unknown.  One wonders whether it was a game strategy 
– given the wide publicity of the results, a data-entry problem, or one of the various 
tricks of statisticians to see whether prediction/matching of results can statistically be 
done.  
 
Despite the players adopting different names, several strikes and spares were 
produced by different members within the different teams.  “Our man” – cheers and 
claps engulfed the house to the different players who managed to hit all the ‘sticks’ 
(called pins in the sport language) down in one or two rolls. 
 
Amidst the joys of having spares and strikes, the management still lived up to its 
expectation for the free drinks about the median time interval of the first game.  As 
players had some refreshments, the struggle to have a better total score intensified, 
with most showcasing their best techniques.  By the end of the first game most the 
players had scored above 80, with the best score being 124.  I guess several players 
did better than last year, it could be worth testing. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 

The “Management.”  Or, 17, 3, 1, ∞, 17, 5 and 24, respectively.  

Mark (right) and Azebe take a breather 
in between frames.  

Relax guys, we came to 
bowl…not to BRAWL!  
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With the first game finished, many preferred to continue to enjoy hitting the pins.  As 
such they got registered for the second game – of course proudly using their pockets!  
No free lunch, I hope you know it.  The free one was breakfast!  Since some had left, 
regrouping was done and the members now used their true names.  More splits, 
doubles and turkeys were obtained.  Many members continued where they left-off, 
with more impressive rolls, and improved their scores, while a few mysteriously 
somehow dropped – had they punched above their weight?  Gutter balls were quite 
rare!  The beautiful evening continued with better music and other services, as the 
players got the feel of the revamped and renamed Health City.  The best score for the 
second game was 157.  The overall winner was………….  
 

GAME 1 GAME 2 NAME 
Score Rank Score Rank 

Overall 
Rank 

Aileen 21 14 34 11 25 , 24 
Azara 96 7   13 
Azebe 124 1 99 6 4 , 10 
Bruce 85 10 117 4 18 , 5 
Chi 99 5   10 
Daniel 52 12 77 10 22 , 21 
Kris 86 9   17 
Mark   136 2 2 
Nzume 100 4 95 7 9 , 14 
Philippe 97 6 129 3 12 , 3 
Prince 51 13   23 
Tina 113 2 157 1 7 , 1 
Veshva 102 3 87 8 8 , 16 
Yousef 93 8 115 5 15 , 6 
Yovanna 82 11 81 9 19 , 20 

 
See you at the next entertainment activity. 
 

STATISTIC Game 1 Game 2 BOTH 
Mean 85.79 102.46 93.12 
Standard Error 7.30 10.12 6.15 
Median 94.5 99 96 
Standard Deviation 27.30 33.58 30.74 
Minimum 21 34 21 
Maximum 124 157 157 
Count 14 11 25 
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Activities 
 
Ice Skating 
 
We are going ice skating on Friday, November 9 at 18.30h.  This activity has always 
been a fun one, especially for the new students, and this year we will continue this 
‘tradition.’  A2B2D is fully sponsoring this event, so there is no reason to miss it.  
Details about this activity shall be sent by e-mail and will also be posted on our 
website.   
 
Visit to Christmas Market in Maastricht 
 
We are planning a trip to visit the Christmas Market in Maastricht on December 12.  
Other details about this activity are yet to be decided, but meanwhile, please keep this 
date free.  We will be sending you an email about this once everything has been 
finalized. 
 
New Year’s Party 
 
In view of the changes in the academic schedule for the new programmes, we felt that, 
in lieu of the annual Christmas party, it would be better to hold a New Year’s Party, 
which will more conveniently coincide with the end of the first semester.  This will 
take place on the evening of February 1, after the last set of exams.  Keep an eye on 
our website for more updates. 
 
Soccer Games 
 
As part of the A2B2D sporting activities, it has become a tradition that Applied and 
Biostatistics students take time off every Friday afternoon for a football match.  This 
weekly event takes place in Fitlink sports centre from 17-19h every Friday.  This is 
expected to be an interesting and particularly relaxing atmosphere.  And for free, you 
become physically fit.  Practical arrangements may be obtained from Harrison 
Macharia (harrison.macharia@student.uhasselt.be), one of the Biostatistics students 
currently responsible for arranging games.  Hope to see you there! 
 
 

Membership 
 
For the benefit of our new students, we thought we would explain a little bit about our 
membership policies.  Firstly, membership to A2B2D is free.  All registered students 
of the 3 Master of Statistics programs (Applied Statistics, Biostatistics and 
Bioinformatics) are automatically members of A2B2D.  As such, you are on our 
current mailing list and you will receive information about our activities and our 
newsletter via your UHasselt student account.  Upon graduation, however, your 
student account will be terminated, but if you still wish to be on our mailing list, all 
you have to do is to register and provide us with another email account.  You may do 
this by clicking on the following link: 
 

http://www.censtat.be/student/alumni/form.asp 
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Upcoming Events in Hasselt 
 
 
Are you a beer enthusiast?  If you are, 
you might want to go to “Weekend of 
Belgian Beers” on November 9-11.  
You may sample any (or all) of about 
130 different brands of Belgian beer!  
Entrance is free, but you have to pay for 
your beers, of course. 
 
What:  

“Weekend of Belgian Beers” 
 

When: 
Friday Nov. 9 18.00-01.00 
Saturday Nov. 10 14.00-01.00

 Sunday Nov. 11 14.00-22.00 
 

Where: 
Zaal de Schakel 
Rechterstraat 43 
3500 Hasselt 

 
Website: 
 

http://www.limburgse-biervrienden.be/bierweekend/bierweekend.php  

 
 

 

A²B²D Collectors’ Items 
 
CenStat T-Shirts 
 
Still haven’t gotten your Censtat T-Shirt?  For a very 
cheap price of €12, you can avail of a high-quality 
tee, and, not to mention, a nice souvenir from your 
days at UHasselt.  You can purchase your t-shirt at 
room H10.  The shirt features the CenStat logo and 
“Ten Reasons to Be a Statistician.”  
 
 
CenStat Mugs 

Guess who? 
 
I can give you warmth, I'm round and I have one ear (that 
gets pulled a lot).  Yep, I'm the A²B²D coffee mug.  You can 
use me to drink something, to show off with the nice 
"CENSTAT" logo on my belly, or just as a souvenir of your 
nice stay in Belgium.  And this for only €5.  So, if you want 
to buy me, please hurry to any A²B²D board member, I will 
be waiting for you. 


